
What it is

Constant shifts in the energy market have created a fluid industry that thrives on 
innovation and the ability to adapt quickly to challenges. A partnership with NRG delivers 
proven solutions, market experience, and customized services that enhance your energy 
strategy and your overall understanding of how your business is using energy today —  
and how it could save on energy use in the future.

How it works

OUR SERVICES HIGHLIGHT YOUR STRENGTHS

With services tailored to your business, we can identify areas 
where your energy strategy can excel. Our team will analyze your 
challenges and needs and develop a strategy that improves 
performance and drives productivity. 

OUR SOLUTIONS HELP YOU INNOVATE

Exploring a new energy solution is a good way to get ahead of 
the curve. Our suite of solutions keeps your strategy fresh and 
up to date. In doing so, your business will utilize all of the latest 
technologies and energy approaches and operate  
more efficiently.

OUR TOOLS GIVE YOU VALUABLE INSIGHT

The more you know about your business, the better you 
can improve performance. Our digital tools provide detailed 
knowledge of how your business uses energy, which processes 
could bring added efficiency, and how energy could be better 
managed moving forward.

A D V I S O RY  S E R V I C E S

SERVICES

Electricity & Natural 
Gas Supply

Utility Bill  
Management

Sustainability  
Management

Energy Efficiency

Renewables



BENEFITS

Cost-effectiveness:

• Spend less on energy and more on 
your long-term goals

Resiliency:

• Maintain a dependable energy 
supply when it matters most 

Sustainability:

• Explore adding sustainable energy 
options into your strategy

Efficiency:

• Use less energy to do more with 
an efficient approach

Let’s get started.

877.711.5453  
nrg.com
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Energy that works for you

We foster a collaborative culture — one that shares vital industry knowledge and the latest technologies all 
across our organization. As a result, we are able to bring together resources to provide you with a tailored 
energy strategy that is more cost-effective, resilient, sustainable, and efficient.

Our suite of services

ELECTRICITY & NATURAL GAS SUPPLY

Create a better strategy for lowering what you spend  
on energy. We bring an open mind and an extensive energy 
background, helping you make informed decisions relating to 
contract terms, product types, energy sources, and potential 
usage variances. 

UTILITY BILL MANAGEMENT

Streamline bills for easier payments and aggregate data 
into usable reports. We offer a wealth of bill management 
experience, and the expertise of a third-party processor,  
so we can quickly spot trends, inefficiencies, and billing errors.

SUSTAINABILITY MANAGEMENT

Identify and implement affordable, measurable, and 
sustainable solutions. Our capability as a sustainability advisor 
transcends energy. We provide expert support in sustainability 
reporting. This includes GRI, climate-related financial reporting 
and scenario planning using TCFD, carbon emissions accounting 
and management, and material resources and  
waste management.

ENERGY EFFICIENCY

Assess your usage and tailor a comprehensive solution that attains your goals. We approach efficiency with 
a true commitment to fully understand your organization’s energy usage. This leads to recommended energy 
conservation measures that are backed by reliable data. 

RENEWABLES

Identify your goals, logistics, and usage. Our approach focuses on your business first, then matches your 
needs, goals, and logistics to the right solution — community solar partnerships, virtual PPAs, and renewably 
sourced electricity plans.


